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Motivation
■ Brazil has a key role in the climate change debate, once it has some of the most important biomes in the world, 

such as the Amazon Rainforest and the Cerrado

■ However, the country is also one of the biggest emitters of greenhouse gases in the world, due to farming, 
deforestation and forest fires

■ Regardless of lobbies or political orientation, all government legal actions are published daily in the Federal 
Official Gazette

Challenge: how could machine learning help to track hundreds of decrees issued every day by the authorities?



Our proposal: DeepPolicyTracker
■ A deep learning model based on BERT in Portuguese, a state-of-the-art pre-trained language model

■ Objectives: tracking changes in the national environmental policies and classifying government acts

■ To fine-tune the system: rule-based bot + dataset annotated by domain experts *

* The version of the dataset annotated by domain experts and used in this work is available at 
https://github.com/nakasato/deeppolicytracker. Its latest version can be consulted directly on the organization's website: 
https://www.politicaporinteiro.org/monitor-de-atos-publicos/.

https://github.com/nakasato/deeppolicytracker
https://www.politicaporinteiro.org/monitor-de-atos-publicos/


How it works
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How it works
■ Domain experts from Política Por Inteiro defined 12 classes for the Classification field, like “Regulation”, 

“Flexibilization” and “Privatization”

■ We regrouped the previous classes of the Classification variable into 2 training settings:



Current Results
■ Below, Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and the Accuracy (Acc) results obtained for the two types of 

rearrangements
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Conclusion & Future Work
■ DeepPolicyTracker, a model in progress of an end-to-end neural system based on state-of-the-art NLP which 

aims to track and classify changes in environmental policies directly from texts in official documents

■ Rule-based system + domain experts already deliver real value

■ Now, it is time to increase the scalability and performance

■ Despite of the extra-small dataset, DeepPolicyTracker model is promising

■ Focus: Monitoring in order to inform the civil society

■ For the future: improve the stability for a greater number of classes and compare to simpler models too
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